HBO Now Included in DIRECTV Employee Discount

Now that WarnerMedia has joined the AT&T family, our AT&T DIRECTV Employee Offer is better than ever. HBO will now be included at no extra charge with accounts enrolled in the DIRECTV Employee Discount*.

I Have the DIRECTV Discount. What Do I Need to Do?

You don’t need to do a thing. We’ve made it effortless:

*If you have HBO and the DIRECTV discount:* The charge for HBO will be removed from your bill in coming weeks. You’ll continue to pay for any other premium channels you have, but you’ll no longer pay for HBO.

*If you have the DIRECTV discount but not HBO:* We’ll automatically add HBO to your account in coming weeks.

*If you have the Legacy DIRECTV Complimentary Offer (Not Available in Puerto Rico):* There is no change for you. HBO is already included in your employee discount.

What Do I Need to Know?

- HBO will be added to eligible employee accounts in the coming weeks.
- You won’t receive a confirmation email when HBO has been added to your account, and you won’t see it on your bill.
- You will be able to view HBO content the day it’s added and have access to HBO GO, but you won’t see HBO on your directv.com account right away.

Need to Sign Up for DIRECTV?

*If you’re ordering U.S.-based service,* head to the Employee & Retiree Self-Service Site to sign up for new DIRECTV service.

*If you’re ordering Puerto Rico-based service,* head to a company-owned retail store to sign up for new DIRECTV service.

Remember you can only have one discount on a video product so you will need to remove any discount you have on U-verse TV or DIRECTV NOW to be eligible for the DIRECTV discount.

*Pro-rated credits will not be provided with this employee discount.*